Hola queridos Philippe y Jean Marie:

Como dice el refran espagnol "mas vale tarde que nunca".

Voici les commentaires du CA (JD) de MSF-E (aussi les miens) du samedi passé sur le structure du mouvement international. Il s'agit évidemment d'idées pour contribuer au débat:

1.- Before the discussion about structure a detailed exchange on the AIM, the CONTENT, OBJECTIVES and GENERAL STRATEGY is needed.

2.- MSF always won when taking risks. The present situation is seen as "conservative". We may think further than about the present 19 entities. Even thinking on entities from the south (not necessarily as fund raising but to provide human resources or being "counterparts" in recipient countries).

3.- Is essential to adapt the associative functioning of the MSF entities in order to be similar, and (why not) to think on a possible "international membership" a bit more restricted.

4.- The complexity of the relationship among sections in the field must be solved, simplified and the "conduct code" reinforced.

5.- MSF-Spain wish MSF-Greece to be operational as soon as possible without linking it to the end of the internationalisation process or to the will of other Delegate Offices. We assume that in any case they are NOT a DO.

6.- The different "weight" of the Delegate Offices must be taken into account when deciding about structural changes. Not all of them shall be represented in the International Council (one advantage is that if some DOs represent others they are obliged to co-ordinate among them and to feel as a "group").

7.- There are some concerns in our section about loosing "share" because we have no DO attached to us and we are not allowed to create one.

8.- It is important to clarify the different roles of DG and Presidents. In our CA there is concern about too much power concentrated in the hands of the DGs. Beware of making an "executive committee" without representation of Presidents.